Area of learning: Science – Keeping Healthy

Area of learning: Geography – Exciting Europe
Understand geographical similarities and differences through
the study of human and physical geography
Physical geography, including: climate zones, biomes and
vegetation belts, rivers, mountains, volcanoes and
earthquakes, and the water cycle
Human geography, including: types of settlement and land
use, economic activity including trade links, and the
distribution of natural resources including energy, food,
minerals and water
Understand geographical similarities and differences through
the study of human and physical geography of a region of the
United Kingdom, a region in a European country.

Exciting Europe
Wow: End of year production
Residential trip

Area of learning: Computing

To become familiar with another programming
toolkit or development platform
To import existing media assets to their project

To program, debug and refine the code for their
app
To thoroughly test and evaluate their app

Area of learning: PE – Invasion and small ball
games
Use running, jumping, throwing and catching in
isolation and in combination
Play competitive games, modified where appropriate
and apply basic principles suitable for attacking and
defending
Compare their performances with previous ones and
demonstrate improvement to achieve their personal
best.
Take part in outdoor and adventurous activity
challenges both individually and within a team

perform dances using a range of movement

Recognise the impact of diet, exercise, drugs and lifestyle on
the way their bodies function
Describe the ways in which nutrients and water are transported
within animals, including humans

We are app developes/marketeers

To write down the algorithms for their app
Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to
locate countries and describe features studied

Identify and name the main parts of the human circulatory
system, and describe the functions of the heart, blood vessels
and blood

Area of learning: Music – Processes
Improvise and compose music for a range of
purposes using the inter-related dimensions of
music
Listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with
increasing aural memory
Use and understand staff and other musical
notations

Area of learning: PSHE
Visit to Mosque
Substance Misuse
To identify some drugs and which are legal and
illegal and their effects
To understand the effects of smoking on your lungs
and other physical problems caused by smoking.
To understand how to respond to peer pressure
To understand different situations we may find
ourselves in and how to respond
British Values
Respect for democracy and support for participation
in the democratic process
Respect for the basis on which the law is made and
applies to England
Support for equality of opportunity for all
To understand about respect for and tolerance of
different faiths and religions and other beliefs.

Area of learning: RE
Visit to Mosque
Does belief in Akhirah (life after death) help Muslims to
lead good lives?
Learning to identify ways in which Muslims try to live good
lives and how their belief in Akhirah influences this.
Learning to challenge stereotyping through understanding
different Muslim interpretations of Jihad and how this links
to getting to heaven.

Area of learning: French
Understand the main points in a spoken story, song or
passage
Understand longer and more complex phrases or
sentences
Engage in conversations and perform them in front of
others
Ask and answer questions
Read and understand the main points and some detail
from a short written passage
Match sound to sentences and paragraphs

Area of learning: DT – Cooking and Nutrition

Write sentences on a range of topics using a model

Cooking a variety of dishes from different European countries

Compare attitudes towards aspects of everyday life

Understand and apply the principles of a healthy and varied diet
Prepare and cook a variety of predominantly savoury dishes using a range of cooking techniques

Recognise and understand some of the differences
between French and British culture

Understand seasonality, and know where and how a variety of ingredients are grown, reared,
caught and processed

Develop the accuracy of pronunciation and intonation

